NOTES:
1. RED WIRE CAP DESIGNATES CATEGORY 5e PERFORMANCE.
2. TO DESIGNATE A JACK COLOR, ADD A TWO LETTER COLOR SUFFIX. SEE CURRENT CATALOG FOR AVAILABLE PART NUMBER SUFFIXES TO INDICATE COLOR AND OR PACKAGE QUANTITY.
3. MATERIAL:
   MODULE HOUSING - ABS
   WIRE CAP - PC
   STRAIN RELIEF CLIP - PC
   SHUTTER DOOR - PC
4. ALL TX5e CAT5e, 8 POSITION, 8 WIRE CONNECTOR MODULES ARE UNIVERSAL IN DESIGN. THEY ACCEPT SIX AND EIGHT POSITION MODULAR PLUGS WITHOUT DAMAGE.
5. DIMENSIONS IN PARENTHESES ARE IN METRIC.

*WEIGHT IS APPROXIMATE
**JACK COLOR SUFFIX

CJD5E88TG**

TX5E CAT 5E SHUTTERED JACK MODULE

MATERIAL:
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED, DIMENSIONAL TOLERANCES ARE: [IN [mm]]

ANGLES:

THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION
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PART NUMBER
CJD5E88TG**

DESCRIPTION
B POSITION, 8 WIRE UNIVERSAL MODULE.
RED WIRE CAP IS COLOR CODED FOR T568A AND T568B WIRING SCHEMES.

WEIGHT*
1.58 LB/100 PCS
(721g/100 PCS)